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The 2018 Annual Report
Jan Schubert, Secretary
Welcome to the Annual Report of the Southampton Natural History Society
for 2018. We received many appreciative comments about last year’s annual
report! People were particularly grateful to receive reports of many of the
indoor meetings – either because they were unable to attend, or as a record of
an enjoyable and informative evening. Once again, thanks are due to Daphne
Woods for writing notes in the dark, transcribing them and checking their
accuracy with the speakers.
We had a fantastic range of speakers, including members of the Society. Thanks
are due to Cath Corney for arranging the talks, and to Anthea and Vernon
Jones for the refreshments. If you have any ideas for a topic or can suggest
a good speaker (perhaps someone you have heard give a talk to another
group), let Cath know.
We still need more leaders for our walks. Contact Phil Budd or Julian Mosely
if you are interested.
We welcome articles from members, especially for the website. They don’t
need to be long – it could be as short as a paragraph – and if you have a
photograph so much the better. Let us know via the contact form on the
website or by e-mailing admin@sotonnhs.net

Membership Report for 2018
Sue Channon, Membership Secretary
We are pleased to welcome the following who joined SNHS during 2018,
bringing the total to 140 members (up from 134 in 2017):
Susan Lantair & family, Felicity Irons-Smith, Emma Inskip, Hannah Scully,
Richard Strange, Mike Ball, Val Duffey, Dulcie Lucas & family, Sue Eckton, Mick
Milner, Jill Doubleday, Daniel Buss and John Downes.
We are sorry to have received notice of the deaths of long-term members
Roger Veall and Jim Earwood.
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Woodland Birds of the New Forest
Marcus Ward
Illustrated Talk: October 2018
The New Forest National Park is one of the most important and diverse
wildlife habitats in Europe, with ancient woodlands, heathland, bogs, lawns,
streams, farmland, plantations and coastal marshes. Although protected, the
area is under huge pressures from an increase in recreational use, noise, air
and light pollution, litter, wildfires and change of land usage.
The New Forest is home to over 15,000 insect species, 44 mammal species, 12
species of amphibians and reptiles, and rare breeding birds such as Buzzard,
Nightjar and Dartford Warbler, but most visitors will see none of these. Even
residents will never see some of the rarer animals, making it difficult for
an appreciation of the management required for their sustainability, and
infrequent data on some species reduces the ability to inform management
strategy.
Over a long period of time there have been many studies of fauna, and
particularly birds, in the New Forest done by individuals or small groups
working in isolation but with complete lack of communication between them.
To enable all the information gathered to be co-ordinated, Marcus, together
with Russell Wynn, set up a new group called Wild New Forest (WNF).
The primary aim of the group is to support conservation action in the New
Forest National Park through field-based recording. By co-ordinating all the
data gathered from as many people as possible, they could begin to map areas
of concern, and locations which were doing well, identifying significant habitats
supporting species in decline. Records of more elusive animals, if possible
with photographs, are used to advise relevant authorities for consideration
in planning and conservation matters.
As a group they use specialist techniques such as ringing, camera surveillance,
and trapping (under appropriate licences) to collect detailed information over
time to identify as accurately as possible the species most at risk and advise
on appropriate action.
Everyone is encouraged to join in and add accurate records to their website/
social media: the more records the better.
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The RSPB had concerns about the Hawfinch in the UK, but little was known
about them and no idea of numbers. In 1993 there was an estimate of
3,000–6,500 resident breeding pairs; in 2013 it was down to 500–1,000 pairs;
there are also migrants which vary in number.
Hawfinches had been mapped predominately in three centres – the Wye
Valley/Forest of Dean, Meirionnydd, and the New Forest. They are difficult to
study, monitor or even see, and Marcus set out a list of challenging objectives,
including understanding their habitat requirements, accurately assessing
numbers in the breeding population and wintering population (migrants),
identifying communal roost sites and ringing as many as possible.
In the New Forest 33 roost sites have been identified, high in soft conifers
such as Douglas Fir and Spruce, close to clearings and often with Holly and
Yew close by. In order to count numbers, there is a need to arrive half an
hour before dawn when they go out in waves of about 10–15 at a time until
about half an hour after dawn. On one visit there were 54 individuals. Other
information is also recorded, such as date, map reference, time, weather,
habitat, group size, direction of flight and tree species, with photographs if
possible. Also a record of all other birds using the roost, in particular finches,
corvids (crow family) and raptors. Any photographs of New Forest Hawfinches
are welcome, especially ringed birds. The quality of the picture only needs to
be good enough for identification, but date, time and location are essential.
By identifying roosts there is every effort made to work with those involved
with managing the New Forest to protect those sites.
Holm Hill is a good place to see Hawfinch, and has been visited by Marcus at
fortnightly intervals since 2011. Numbers are harder to count when the birds
moult their primary and secondary feathers, as they become less mobile and
they also go quiet. Looking at the catchment area, he found they do not like
Scots Pine. He studied the correlation between roosting and breeding birds
to work out how many breeding pairs there were.
On 3 May 2016 he noted that off-duty males were up and out before sunrise,
then 3 pairs and 5 non-breeders, so there were potentially 18 breeding
pairs. From 3 to 15 May there were 18 nests, where the females called for
food. On 16 May he recorded 15 off-duty males, 1 pair and 5 non-breeding
so there were 16 breeding pairs. We soon became aware that Marcus was
absolutely dedicated to his study of woodland birds – his family must be very
understanding, he has even used his annual holiday to record sites!
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Suitable roosts in soft conifers are central for a habitat to sustain Hawfinch,
with nearby Beech, Oak, Holly and Yew food sources for breeding. Redwings
eat holly, but this is not a problem as the Hawfinch pick up passed seeds
on the forest floor, Marcus has watched them do this. Working with the
Forestry Commission, cameras were installed to watch nests. Predation was
by Goshawk, Jays and Crows, but surprisingly a Grey Squirrel was seen off by
the Hawfinch. Photographs showed the differences between male and female
and 6-week-old youngsters of mottled appearance.
Ringing is done from February to June/July at baited sites and a trail camera is
set up to read the rings. 800 photos have been taken of ringed birds, getting
lots of data, such as one pair staying together for 3 years. New GPS tags are
small enough to stick on, but they only last for 4–5 days before falling off, so
are fitted with a radio tag to find them. They cost £1,000 each and about a
third are lost.
Firecrests are tiny birds which can often be confused with Goldcrests, but
Marcus demonstrated with photographs how to make the distinction.
Goldcrest numbers are monitored and appear to be stable. Firecrest numbers
are increasing in the New Forest. Michael Adams did the first survey and
further surveys were done in 2009–2011 and again in 2014–2016. In
2009 the total was 104; in 2016 the total was 498. In the UK 1,151
territories have been identified with breeding populations.
Hampshire has 693 which is 60% of the total and the
New Forest has 531 territories which is 46%,
so it is a very important area. The next
survey will be in 2020.
They have similar
habitat
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requirements to Hawfinches, and in deciduous woodland, they are best seen
in Bolderwood in March. Firecrests have Schedule 1 protection and should
not be approached in the breeding season. It is difficult to see their nests
and they have 5–7 young. There is a programme for ringing the birds and one
was seen in the same area for 3 years and never anywhere else, the first time
this behaviour has been recorded.
Numbers are still increasing, and the snow did not cause too much of a dent
in the population. The best chance of seeing these tiny birds is at Bolderwood
in February–March, but they are occasionally
seen in parks and gardens in Lymington and
Southampton.
Thanks to Tony Davis, it became
known that Wood Warblers had
rapidly declined in recent years.
A New Forest survey found
105 in 2009, 44 in 2016, and
28–30 in 2018 compared with
450 recorded in 1980–1983. No single cause
could be identified. Acres Down, Holm Hill,
and Burley New Inclosure are the best localities
for sightings. But the birds are difficult to survey:
they move around a lot and males service more
than one female.
They nest on the ground in ancient woodland often
close to a stream and suffer destruction from a broad
range of predators as well as horses and cyclists.
Everyone is urged to take photos of all ringed warblers to
send to Tony Davis or the WNF website for use in a data set.
Another species in rapid decline and under threat
is the Lesser Spotted Woodpecker.
In 1993 there were 700 recorded
in Hampshire, but in 2016 just
250. The New Forest area is
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considered a stronghold for this bird, which
has seen its national population decline
by over 80 per cent since 1970 Wild Bird
Populations in the UK, 1970 to 2017 DEFRA.
For 10 years sightings and nest have been
mapped. Nests are usually near the same
locality and close to a stream, but there is no
established technique for surveying.
Again please take photos of any seen, with
record of location, date and time, and send
them to the WNF website.
Rob Clements watched a pair who made a
hole in 2 weeks. When the eggs hatched,
the female cleared off, leaving the male to
feed the chicks. Three fledged, and in the
subsequent two years a nest was located
nearby. The current focus is on population
density. There is a theory that Great Spotted
Woodpeckers are ousting the Lesser Spotted.
They are found in Alder and Birch and are
seen around Rhinefield, in March–April and
can identified by their continuous drumming
and distinctive call. More dedicated survey
work is needed, as most records are from
surveys for other species.
Curlew numbers have plummeted nationally
and the largest breeding population in
Southern England is in the New Forest.
Lapwing and Snipe are also in decline.
Andy Page and Russell Wynn have been
working on gathering information. There
are 40 pairs, but they are hard to survey as
they move around a lot and 15 field workers
are involved. Once a breeding site has been
identified, Andy does the investigation
because of his specialist expertise. They have
been found on heathland in the New Forest,
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Hawfinch
Coccothraustes coccothraustes

which is not their normal habitat elsewhere. Recreational activity restricts the
areas available for breeding, with predation by Foxes and Badgers and also
avian predators including Buzzards, Peregrines and Carrion Crows. Button
thermometers are put under nests to monitor temperature variations and to
determine when the nest has finished, and a control site is set up 10 metres
away for comparison. Signs have been put up to try to educate users to stop
them from disturbing nesting birds, particularly with dogs. Satellite tags were
put on three nesting Curlew this year, but they did not work: one stopped
working and two fell off, but they plan to try again next year.
Everyone is asked to report any sightings of Curlew in the New Forest area
on the website, with date, time and location. Full details of this study can be
found on the web – look up Andy Page, New Forest Curlew Group and Wild
New Forest and there is also further information on Snipe and Lapwing at
Stoney Cross.
Other birds in decline were briefly mentioned: there are ~135 pairs Dartford
Warblers in the New Forest; Redpoll are on the brink of extinction, but may
be seen between May and August. Another plea was made for any sightings
to be recorded on the WNF website. Ravens are the top avian predator and
they are going to be surveyed.
Marcus finished with rare film footage of a Pine Martin in the New Forest.
From genetics it was determined as being of Scottish origin.
We are so lucky to have a group of dedicated individuals looking after our
wildlife and trying to ensure species do not disappear before it is too late
for action.
For more details of specific species studies or wider information please visit
www.wildnewforest.co.uk.
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What to Look for in Winter
Phil Budd
Illustrated Talk: February 2018
On this date forty years ago, Phil joined SNHS, so this was a celebration
with his 40th Anniversary Lecture. Phil has also been Chairman for half of
that time. The talk was interactive, designed to make sure we did not go to
sleep, with continuous questions testing our knowledge and understanding.
Defining winter was the first challenge set us, and confining the parameters
to Southern England, we were guided to the conclusion that winter ran from
the Winter Solstice on 22nd December to the Vernal Equinox on 21st March.
The darkest month was December, the coldest air and ground temperatures
in January, the coldest sea temperatures in February and March (important
that these are later than ground temperatures), and winter could be defined
as December to February inclusive, but also including November to March
further north or in colder years.
There was some discussion on what typical weather for this period was: a
wide range from mild or very mild, dry, damp or very wet, cold, frosty and
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Waxwing
Bombycilla garrulus

snow (rarely in the south). There has been no heavy snow or all-day frosts for
five years, with just a sprinkling of snow for one morning in February 2015.
However, as Phil wrote his notes for this talk the forecast was for the ‘Beast
from the East’ with lots of snow.
This year has been drier and milder in Southampton but why? This seems
to have been the trend in recent years. The Southampton area is about
10°C warmer in winter than the average in the rest of the world at the same
latitude. Our average in January 2018 was 5°C. But why is this so and yet
we have the same average summer temperature as others at 51°N? At our
latitude prevailing westerlies bring warmth from the Atlantic Ocean, and the
surrounding sea acts as a thermal blanket by warming up the air, and the
anti-clockwise currents of the Gulf Stream bathe us in sub-tropical water.
There has been a lack of prolonged easterly winds bringing cold air from
continental land masses. These were once more frequent, so why has this
changed? Northerly winds are too dry for snow and often not cold enough, and
what snow they bring is dumped on Scotland, Wales and occasionally Norfolk.
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Snow usually comes in late winter because by then the sea temperature has
fallen.
We were tested on our knowledge of geography. Places on the same latitude
as Southampton include Calgary, Brussels, Vancouver, Alberta, Newfoundland,
Cologne, southern Poland, northern Mongolia, Manchuria China, and Russia.
Some of these places have winters more than 10°C colder than ours.
Mild, and often wet, winters have some advantages for wildlife. Small birds
and small mammals (except dormice which are adapted to hibernate) do
better, as do bats and slugs and other molluscs, along with an increased period
of growth for plants, mosses and ferns. But pests such as rats also increase.
The water table is replenished, but flooding can impact on some insects,
butterflies and moths. Colder and drier conditions tend to protect the winter
stages of insects and these are then less likely to be killed off by disease.
Most species do not have the ability to adapt to the wide variation in winter
weather conditions, so there are winners and losers.
There is always fauna to be seen, such as resident and winter visiting birds.
The numbers of migrants depend on weather conditions. Low numbers here
may not mean they are declining, but going elsewhere with more favourable
conditions.
There are animals which do not hibernate. Early amphibian activity such as
frogspawn can be seen, invertebrates in leaf litter and dead wood, flying
insects, spiders, and galls, leaf mines and other signs of insect and other
invertebrate activity. Beaches can yield signs of marine life, particularly in castups after storms. Butterflies can be seen in warm periods, and with searching
in the right places also pupae, larvae, and those hibernating as adults. Bees,
winter moths and micro-moths, hoverflies, ladybirds and shield bugs can be
seen to be active when the temperature rises well above freezing point.
Even in winter, flora can be found, such as perennial fungi, winter-season fungi,
slime moulds and lichens, mosses and liverworts, evergreen shrubs, winter
flowers and fruits, and non-woody plants. Sea Buckthorn Bracket, which can
only be seen in Hythe, is a first in Hampshire. Some other fungi will persist
through the winter. Turkey-tail with a white edge shows it is still growing. Other
polypores can also be seen, such as Grey Polypore. Bracket fungi can survive
several years. Not all fungi grow in autumn. Jelly Ear appears in winter and
spring, growing mainly on Elder and Beech. Scarlet Elf Cup is fairly common
from January to March.
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Slime moulds can be identified as they
make fingers messy, and they are not
fungi. Lichens are common and there
are about 700 species recorded in
Hampshire.
Winter-flowering plants can be seen.
Some flower all year on and off. Ivy is
a very important plant, a late autumn/
winter nectar source and a valuable
habitat. Snowdrops, although normally
considered non-native, are widespread
and welcome. Also Spurge Laurel, Hazel
and Butcher’s Broom flower in winter.
From late November to February fragrant
Winter Heliotrope is commonly seen in
bloom and is very fragrant; it is, however,
an invasive non-native.
Also seen are violets and Coltsfoot
flowers, which are both good for early
bees and hoverflies. Gorse is another
plant that flowers through winter and
into spring. Sweet Box has a strong
perfume but is not native, and Pussy
Willow is another that flowers late in
winter.
Throughout the talk we were tested
on our knowledge and identification
of photographs and it certainly gave
us encouragement to look at nature
through all the seasons.

Snowdrop
Galanthus nivalis
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Mangrove Cat Snake
Boiga dendrophila

Reptiles and Amphibians of Buton, Sulawesi,
Indonesia
Josh Phangurha
Illustrated Talk: November 2018
Josh is a member of the natural history society and he grew up in Southampton.
He has been fascinated by many branches of natural history since a very young
age. Josh took a Zoology Degree course at Bangor University, Wales and then
obtained a Masters at Bristol University, where he studied spiders. He is a very
keen wildlife photographer and has developed a skill for macro-photography.
Josh is particularly interested in invertebrates, reptiles and amphibians.
Leaving the impoverished reptile and amphibian fauna of the UK well
behind him, he was fortunate in securing a place on a recent expedition to
Buton island off the south-east coast of Sulawesi, Indonesia with Operation
Wallacea. The Wallacea project covers all aspects of natural history and the
conservation of species and their habitats in an area of South-east Asia of
particular interest to Victorian evolutionary biologist Alfred Russel Wallace.
Specifically, the area covers much of the eastern Indonesian archipelago,
including Sulawesi and its surrounding smaller islands, between the Wallace
Line to the west and the Weber Line to the east.
The fauna of this whole area is a diverse mix of Asian species and Australasian
species so that, for example, primates and marsupials live together naturally
in this area. North and west of the Wallace Line there are no marsupials but
south and east of the Weber Line Marsupials dominate. However, many of
the species here are endemic to Sulawesi and its surrounding islands.
Josh stayed on the island of Buton throughout the study trip. The island has
a varied herpetological fauna with several endemic species and subspecies.
Josh explained that, altogether, there are estimated to be at least 29 species
of snake, 25 lizards, 1 turtle, 1 crocodilian and 13 amphibians on Buton.
However it is important to note that this fauna, although rich by UK standards,
is poor compared to that of much larger islands in the region such as Borneo
and Sumatra.
Josh shared his time between three camps. First he was based in a mobile
camp in the pristine rain forest in the far north of the island and the group
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Flying Frog
Rhacophorus edentulus

were thought to be the first people from outside Indonesia to visit the area.
Here there was a particularly rich fauna of snakes and lizards, some of them
endemic and others undescribed.
He then moved on to another camp in the centre-north of the island where
there were more aquatic habitats, but the forest here was secondary and with
plantations nearby. In this area the lizards and snakes are also abundant and
diverse, but the species mix is rather different from that of the more natural
habitats.
Finally Josh stayed in a camp in the Lambusango Reserve in the south of
Buton. Here there is still untouched tropical rain forest with abundant aquatic
habitats and an exceptional abundance of amphibians.
There was heavy reliance on pit fall trapping at all survey locations. Many
ground-living fast-moving reptiles and invertebrates were very difficult to
catch and record by another means. There were also many night-time river
and stream surveys. These were essential to record some of the more aquatic
reptiles and amphibians. Identification mainly relied on morphological
features, but was difficult for more critical species as DNA-sampling was not
possible for various reasons. Josh reassured us that all amphibians and most
reptiles on Buton are harmless or relatively so. The more venomous snake
species are not usually fatally so, but the Reticulated Python and Salt-water
Crocodile are known to be man-eaters elsewhere!
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Josh showed us pictures of many of the snakes, lizards and amphibians that he
encountered on Buton. Of the snakes the Brown Tree Snake Boiga irregularis
is native on Buton but has wiped out much of the bird-life on Guam Island
in the Pacific where it was introduced. One of the largest snakes found was
the Sulawesi endemic subspecies of Mangrove Cat Snake Boiga dendrophila,
a species than can reach 2 metres long. The bite of this snake contains the
toxin Denmotoxin and this is particularly dangerous to its main prey – birds,
but can induce flu-like symptoms when humans are bitten.
An attractive species of Pitviper Tropidolaemus subannulatus occurs on Buton
– these snakes are so called because of the heat-sensitive loreal pits near their
eyes. There is even a harmless snake called the Mock Viper that can change
the shape of its pupils from round to vertical slits to mimic Pitvipers more
precisely. Another snake found on Buton is an amphibian predator called
the Gunther’s Keelback that predates amphibians; no one knows if its bite is
venomous to humans, but some closely related species found elsewhere are
regarded as potentially lethal. Finally mention must be made of the almost
blind and worm-like snake called Calamaria longirostris, which species is
endemic to Buton and found for only the second time at Lambusango Reserve.
The lizards are a motley crew: the largest is the Asian Water Monitor, which
typically reaches 1.5 metres in length and one individual was named the
camp mascot. Others include the Gliding Lizard, which is more abundant,
or at lease easier to find, in plantations than in natural forest and Eutropis
Pitviper
Tropidolaemus subannulatus
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grandis, the largest skink on
Buton, and only discovered in
2007. This species is also found
on Sulawesi.
There is just one species of
toad on Buton: the Sulawesi
Toad, and this species is the
commonest amphibian on
Buton. Most of the frogs were
found in the Lambusango
Nature Reserve and included
the very common Celebes
Flying Frog Rhacophorus
edentulus, so called because
Celebes was the old name
for the island of Sulawesi.
However, this particular
species is actually unable to
glide, so the ‘flying’ part of its
name is quite inappropriate.
Another interesting frog found
was the Tuwa Flying Frog
Rhacophorus georgii, one of
the largest frogs on Buton. It
can reach the size of an adult
human palm, can glide on
‘parachute’ feet and has a has a
Maren’s Bronzeback
distinctive ‘tok tok tok tok’ call.
Dendrelaphis marenae
Normally confining itself to the
canopy, the Tuwa Flying Frog
was a particularly good find. Many of the frog species seen were particularly
active as it was the breeding season for most of the arboreal species.
More of Josh’s images are available from the Society’s website at
sotonnhs.net/2018/12/05/operation-wallacea/
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Flora and Fauna of Hampshire
Gordon Small
Illustrated Talk: September 2018
Gordon is a very keen photographer and it was clear from the start we were
in for a treat, starting with a Wood Mouse in his bird box.
Anyone who has visited Titchfield Haven Nature Reserve over the years
may have met with Gordon who was a volunteer warden, often sat in a
hide with his camera and monitoring the wildlife. Out and about on his job
in Hampshire, always with his camera in the car, he was able to observe
changes in the flora and fauna over the seasons and through many years.
Living in the New Forest area has provided opportunities to film wildlife
perhaps not so common in town locations. Numerous photographs of visitors
to his garden were each accompanied by information and observations and
included Coal Tits which can be aggressive, a Robin, a rarely seen Nuthatch
coming head first down the tree, an Elephant Hawk Moth caterpillar, a Black
Arches moth and a feeding aphid, also an Old Lady moth found in a bedroom.
There was a Great Spotted Woodpecker on his garden feeder, which had an
inverted flower pot underneath as a squirrel guard – apparently this works
better than commercial items which squirrels have learnt to circumvent. A
Sparrowhawk obligingly posed for the perfect picture.
Chaffinches were once common in Lyndhurst, but are now scarce and
Greenfinches were described as few and far between. Siskins are seen all
year, often 8–10 at a time. Gordon speculated that they breed in the New
Forest and go south for the winter, while it is possible those from Scotland
come south to the New Forest.
Fieldfare are seen in the winter and will be attracted by apples on the ground.
Years ago Buzzards were difficult to photograph, often only seen sitting on
roadside posts on clearways in Devon with no chance to stop and take pictures.
Now they are more common and widespread. They prefer carrion but will eat
worms. Slow-worms were once common, but this legless lizard is now rarely
seen. Photographs of fungi included Puffball, Fly Agaric and edible Chicken of
the Woods. Some species must not be confused with similar poisonous species
and are best left alone unless you are confident with your identification. Cotton
Grass and Sun Dew had been misted with spray to enhance the pictures.
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Gordon is a frequent visitor to Blashford Lakes, taking stunning shots of the
wildlife, including a swimming Grass Snake, Scarlet Elf Cup fungus, Bank Voles,
Redpoll, Blue Tits, Kingfisher, Song Thrush and Lesser Spotted Woodpecker.
Bitterns are seen in the winter, but they leave by March as they do not breed
there, and Bramblings leave mid-April and then return after breeding, in
December.
Little Ringed Plovers sometimes breed there, but they can be chased off by
predators. Also the chicks die if the area floods or they get too wet in the
rain, so success rates are variable. A nesting site for Sand Martins has been
made from drain pipes filled with sand, but these have to be scraped out
and repacked with fresh sand every year as the birds need to dig fresh holes.
Red-eyed Damselflies were seen at nearby Ibsley Water.
Martin Down abounds with
Yellowhammers and is a good place for
wild flowers including Cowslips, Bird’snest Orchids which look dead, Spotted
Orchids and Butterfly Orchids. This area
is also great for butterflies, including
Green Hairstreak, Dingy Skipper, Grizzled
Skipper, Marsh Fritillaries, Adonis Blue
and several Little Blues were seen on
some mud.
From Titchfield Haven Gordon had
photographs of lizard, dragonflies, deer,
Fox, Dunlin, Little Grebes, Bitterns,
Bearded Tit (Reedling), Spoonbill,
Redshank, Avocet with young, Roseate
Terns, Teal, which used to be winter
visitors but now stay all year; also,
Oystercatchers with young and Water
Rail with chicks, which look very different
from the shy and elusive adults. Gordon
demonstrated how to differentiate
between Snipe and Jack Snipe, which
are smaller with a shorter bill and a dark
centre crown stripe.
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Common Redpoll
Carduelis flammea

Jack Snipe
Lymnocryptes minimus

A Rose Coloured Starling spotted at Hordle was not very pink! Seen at Keyhaven
were Buntings, Kingfisher, Spoonbills, Terns, Coots, Moorhens, a docile female
Adder and a male with a ladybird sitting on its body. Before Adders shed their
skin, they can be quite docile. At Normandy Marsh, Gordon watched an Egret
controversially with a dead rat in saline water, also Lapwings and Long-tailed Ducks.
At Old Burghclere Lime Quarry Gordon found Ox-eye Daisies and Fly Orchids,
although there is a problem with the orchids being eaten by rabbits. Butterflies
had parasitic mites, and using his photographs Gordon demonstrated how to
differentiate between the different skippers found at this site.
Other locations included Calshot and the Beaulieu Estate where he captured
Pheasants, bred for shooting, including a white one, Red-legged Partridge and
the Grey Partridge which is less common here, and Peregrine Falcon. At West
Dean he found various fritillaries and a Purple Emperor, which is very difficult
to photograph showing the blue colour as it is only seen at certain angles.
Waxwings were seen in Totton, Water Voles on the River Test and a Short-eared
Owl flying at Redbridge. Moths and butterflies included the Emperor Moth,
Brown Hairstreak, Duke of Burgundy, Peacock, Red Admiral and Painted Lady;
Chalk Hill Blue on Marjoram at Stockbridge Down and Black-veined White.
This was an evening of stunning photographs accompanied by observations on
population and environmental changes over many years. Gordon understands
habitats and behaviours, in order to observe, and photograph wildlife. He
occasionally gets a lucky shot, but mainly planning, knowing where to look,
multiple visits and hours of waiting are needed to get such splendid results.
Photographs accompanying this report © Gordon Small and more images can
be found at www.wildlifeimagesgs.com.
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Phoretic Mites
Dennis Trunecka
It is unlikely that you have spent a great deal of time thinking about
mites, interesting as they are. I had not until an incident in my garden
made me ask questions about them.
At the end of last August I collected a common hoverfly, Syritta pipiens,
from the lid of my compost bin because it had 16 or 17 relatively large
mites attached beneath it. This burden was too much for it to carry so it
could not fly, one of its wings sticking out at an unnatural angle, nor could
it even walk properly.
The questions I asked myself were: Are these simply phoretic mites
using the fly to be transported elsewhere? Or are they predatory? As the
hoverfly is overburdened, will some mites drop off, saving the hoverfly
and the remaining hangers-on? Or will they all die? I collected them in a
clear container with small enough air holes for the mites not to escape.
Meanwhile, I would find out as much as I could about mites.
What happened? None of the mites would drop off until the hoverfly died
two or three days later. The mites themselves died within a day or so later.
This implied that they need to get to a suitable environment quite quickly.
I was able to look at a couple of these mites under the microscope.
They were apparently Machrochelidae family and extremely likely to
be Machrocheles muscaedomesticae, the House Fly Mite. They also
parasitise the eggs of fruit flies, of which there are many in my compost
bin. As S. pipiens larvae live in wet decaying compost (like my badly kept
compost), I assume that the mites were simply trying to hitch a ride on
the hoverfly. I have seen phoretic mites, i.e. those using the host simply
to be transported to the right habitat, on bumblebees, dor-beetles and
harvestmen, but never before on hoverflies.
What about those mites on bumblebees? Why are they only on queens?
Are they harmful to their host? No, they do not harm them, but clearly
they are irritating, as the bumblebees are often seen trying to groom them
off. The mites do not feed on the bees, but on debris, pollen and the like
in the bumblebee’s nest. There are, though, some tiny harmful species of
mites which live inside the queen bumblebee.
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House Fly Mite
Macrocheles muscaedomesticae

Why are the phoretic mites only on the queen bumblebees? These phoretic
mites and bumblebees have synchronised lifestyles. Bumblebees have
annual colonies, and only young queens overwinter. What this means for
the mites is if they are to travel with her to a new colony in spring, they
must attach themselves to the new queens in autumn and overwinter
with them. Thus, when you see the queen bumblebee in the first fine
days of Spring while she is still nest-searching you may notice the mites
attached to her.

Crime Scene Investigation
Notes from the US Library of Medicine.
Phoretic mites are likely the most abundant
arthropods found on carcases and corpses.
They outnumber their scavenger carriers in both
number and diversity.
The composition of the phoretic mite assemblage
on a carcass might provide valuable information
about the conditions of and time elapsed since
death.
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Dinosaurs – Controversy and Consensus
Dr Darren Naish
Illustrated Talk: December 2018
Darren is a vertebrate palaeontologist, researcher, and science writer affiliated
with the University of Southampton. He has authored many popular illustrated
publications, including children’s books. and is currently working on a giant
volume with over 1,200 pages titled The Vertebrate Fossil Record.
From 1910 to 1960 dinosaurs were portrayed as big, fat and stupid, unable to
support themselves and destined for failure, yet they inhabited Earth for 160
million years. John Ostrom and Robert T. Bakker reasoned that dinosaurs were
highly successful and overturned the way dinosaurs were perceived and so
started a ‘dinosaur renaissance’. Dinosaurs had complex chewing mechanisms
and could eat bark and wood. Greg S. Paul, a renowned accurate illustrator,
showed the enormous head had super-powered muscles, and a skeleton
reconstruction depicted dinosaurs as dynamic and mobile. When writing
Jurassic Park Michael Crichton acknowledged he drew inspiration from Paul’s
work and Paul was consulted during the making of the film, although graphics
were not so sophisticated at that time.
Phylogenetic bracketing is a widely accepted technique, where comparison
of structures found in the nearest living relatives can be used to infer traits
in extinct species. Evidence from the skull structure shows the inner ear of
Tyrannosaurus had a good range of hearing, up to our level and also lower. It
was as agile as a hawk, with huge eyeballs larger than any living animal, and
a good sense of smell. Fish, birds, lizards and reptiles all see fluorescence,
and shared characteristics can infer that extinct species could also see UV
light, and perhaps they had stripes which glowed in the dark. Neovenator
had snaky cavities for facial nerves, indicating it had a sensitive face, which
modern crocodilians use during mating, suggesting similar behaviour.
Dinosaurs like Tyrannosaurus grew quickly and died young, possibly at about
20 or 30 years of age, none having been found as old as 40. They had many
pneumatic air-filled sacs throughout the body: in sauropods the honeycomb
vertebrae were up to 89% air and linked to the lungs, as shown by a section
through a vertebra. Birds have a pneumatic air sac system, as did a lot of
dinosaurs, including all extinct saurischians, inferring they are linked, whereas
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humans have a ‘balloons on the end of a straw’ mechanism for respiration.
In birds the air is constantly circulating, as it was in most non-bird dinosaurs.
Birds are a branch on the theropod family tree (theropods are so-called
predatory dinosaurs, the group that includes Tyrannosaurus). Many birds still
have clawed hands, not that different from typical clawed dinosaur hands.
Hundreds of fossils of feathered dinosaurs have now been found, most from
China, including the famous Microraptor and Caudipterix or ‘angel’ fossil,
which were covered in feathers like a modern bird but were not avian. Recent
accurate reconstructions by palaeo-artists John Conway and Emily Willoughby
are nothing like the film portrayal of Velociraptor.
In their genomes all birds contain information to give more dinosaur-like
feathers. The Dino-Chicken project, to genetically modify chickens into
dinosaurs, will probably result in rather ugly mutant chicken monsters, and
perhaps this has happened naturally before. An Italian naturalist, Ulisse
Aldrovandi (1522–1605) wrote about mutant and monster chickens, and
included a detailed drawing of a strange monstrous rooster which he had
observed alive (a scan of his drawing can be found on-line). It had a feathery
crest and horn-like quills, bristle structures on the head, was feathered down
to the ankles, and had the tail of a quadruped. All other animal illustrations
in the book were anatomically correct, so there is no reason to doubt this
creature existed.
Chickens have a wide range of plumage colouration and display features, Birds
of Paradise have bright colours and flamboyant structures, and as these are
modern dinosaurs, perhaps non-bird dinosaurs were also like this. There is
some evidence: fossilized melanosomes (pigment organelles) have been found
in the feathers and fuzz of fossils from China.
In his book All Yesterdays Darren explores what is possible and weird with
spikes, long feathers and fuzziness, and possible associated behaviours.
Researchers took a fresh look at dinosaur fossils. Rebuilding faces based on
muscle attachments gave an altered appearance and it was proposed that
a domed head supported a large plume. Sauropods had extreme highly
pneumatic necks – these were a foraging tool but were they also a display
structure. Did they also have flaps, spines or inflatable bags, or were necks used
in fighting as with modern giraffes? Dinosaurs could have had showy spines or
crests, sails, horns, or spikes for signalling. Positive allometry occurs in most
animals with structures which grow at a much faster rate than the rest of the
creature, as with horns and the plates of Stegosaurus. This means that for any
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unit increase in body size there was a proportionately larger increase in the
size of any structure, and this can also be applied to physiological, ecological,
as well as morphological traits, which can influence evolution.
There have been recent proposed phylogenic alterations to the family
tree reflecting new evidence of dinosaur evolution. Matthew Baron and
others analysed hundreds of anatomical characteristics in fossil skeletons
and concluded the traditional groupings were incorrect. Digital data and a
larger number of diverse
Conventional phylogenetic hypothesis for Dinosauria
specimens have shown
pre-Baron et al 2017
the original Victorian
familial groupings
and traditional names
need to be altered.
Dinosaurs with lizardlike hips (Sauropoda)
and theropods were
classified in Saurischia,
and those with bird-like
hips in Ornithischia. New
research suggests that
both ornithischian and
theropod dinosaurs were part of the same clade.
Feathers and fuzz were widespread on non-bird dinosaurs, and some were
fuzzy all over. Hundreds of feathers from non-bird dinosaurs have been found
with melanosomes giving rise to speculation and identification of colours,
including black and white, red and iridescence. Artists’ reconstructions often
put feathers in the wrong place: they should be on the second and third finger
of the hand for dinosaurs and non-dinosaurs. It is also now known they had
feathers as ground dwellers.
Theropods include all the fully feathered bipedal dinosaurs as well as the
birds. Dilong paradoxus was a small fuzzy tyrannosaur. Yutyrannus, another
tyrannosaur, was large at 9 metres long and covered in thick fuzzy fur and
lived in a cool climate at ~10°C with ice, frost and snow. Evidence indicates
Tyrannosaurus was fuzzy, but patches of scaly skin have been found in different
places, so this is now contentious and perhaps a fluke of preservation.
Dinosaurs in the Wild was a travelling show which showed some scales and
fuzz over parts of the neck and back, but it is now thought they were less fuzzy.
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There was debate over their facial appearance: dinosaurs were depicted
with teeth exposed and no lips, covered in thin tissue like crocodilians and a
skeletal look. There is now evidence for thick tissue, lips, and horns, and work
done by Mark Witton and Darren agrees they were not like crocodilians and
had skin, not scales, on their face . There is evidence of thick tissue present in
Neovenetor found on the Isle of Wight. All of this is highly contentious, and it
was suggested the continuing controversy could be followed on Facebook.
Only theropods, which are directly related to birds, had fuzz and feathers.
There was more controversy when Tianyulong, an early ornithischian, was
found in China, a chicken-sized dinosaur which had long filaments on its tail and
plumes on its back. Kulindadromeus was also filamentous, so there is evidence
of proto-feathers on an ornithischian, and also Psittacosaurus, which had a
filamentous mane on its
New phylogenetic hypothesis for Dinosauria
tail. So does this mean
proposed by Baron et al 2017
filamentous protofeathers were present
on all dinosaurs?
Pterosaurs were
covered in filaments
too, but if they were
related to dinosaurs,
were other features,
such as inflation of
noses to create noise,
or display features, also
present in non-bird
dinosaurs?
Darren described how interpreting information from the fossil record was
very complex and totally reliant on the quality of preservation, quantity of
specimens, skilled preparation, and dedicated researchers to enable science to
further increase our knowledge. He has a special interest in Lower Cretaceous
theropods, azhdarchid pterosaurs, parvipelvian ichthyosaurs and the biology
and behaviour of fossil archosaurs, ichthyosaur survival across the Jurassic–
Cretaceous mass extinction, and the evolution and role of display structures.
Darren Naish blogs about these subjects and others at Tetrapod Zoology
(tetzoo.com) which he founded in 2006.
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A murmuration of
Starlings
Mike Creighton and Jan Schubert
One of the greatest wonders of the natural world are the huge
gatherings of animals – migrating, feeding, roosting.
In the UK there are many examples that you may see. The swarms
of Mayflies over our rivers as they start a new life-cycle; the flocks
of over-wintering waders on our coasts; and one of he most
spectacular – the murmuration of Starlings as they arrive at or
leave their overnight winter roost. Roosts sites can be natural or
built environment – reed beds or piers, lamp-posts or bushes.
Locally you can see impressive flocks at Fishlake Meadows,
Romsey and smaller roosts can be found almost anywhere.
The flock shown here grew to around 150,000 birds, just under a
third of the total roost at RSPB Ham Wall, Glastonbury, of 500,000
birds at the end of December 2018.
If you look carefully you can see the two Peregrines which neatly
divided this flock (although they didn’t appear to be hunting for
the half hour or so they were in the sky).
We have been visiting Ham Wall at the turn of the year for several
years now to see the Starlings enter the roost. Sometimes they
will briefly gather, and then fall into the reeds, before flying,
hopping, scrambling to their favoured location with a cacophony
of sound as the birds chatter loudly to each other.
And occasionally, as with this visit, they dance around the sky,
inviting smaller Starling flocks from miles around to join them as
they prepare to roost.
But don’t be fooled by the numbers here. Murmurations of this
size used be seen across much of the UK, in many of our towns
and cities. Now a red-listed species, Starling numbers have fallen
in the UK by 66 per cent since the 1970s.
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Why do Starlings form murmurations?
They are probably giant welcome signs, attracting all the other starlings in
the area so that all the birds can roost together.
But why do they do form such large roosts in winter?
It’s warmer – As we all know, winter nights can be really chilly and the
bigger the flock, the more warmth there is to share.
Safety in numbers – When there are thousands of birds all wheeling and
turning together, it makes it much harder for predators to single out one
particular bird.
Starlings are noisy and chatty in the roost, and it’s believed they can share
important information – like bees in a hive – such as where to find good
feeding sites.
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Recording Officer’s Report:
Members’ Records 2018
Phil Budd
I would like to thank the following for submitting records and reports, from
various sources, in 2018: Andy Barker, Simon Boswell, Hilary Bradley, Rowan
Bright, Andy Collins, Ginnie Copsey, Catherine Corney, Mike Creighton, Mike
Duffy, Kathy Emmott, Joan Harrison, Mike Harrison, Mark Harrison-Jones,
Graham Harrison-Watts, Joydip Hazra, Dave Hubble, Peter Hyde, Emma Inskip,
Felicity Irons-Smith, Anthea Jones, Vernon Jones Jonathan Lea, Hannah Lou,
Jenny Mallinson, Graham Manchip, Kate Martin, Dave Munday, Rose Nicole,
Mark Painter, Mary Parker, David Payne, Keith Plumridge, Pat Presland, Rod
Ship, Martin Smith, Chris Tindall, Mark Trigwell, Dennis Trunecka, Lydia
Trunecka, John Vetterlein, Pat Walker, Ian Watts, Sarah Wood, Daphne
Woods and Lewis Woods. In addition, several people, not mentioned above,
contributed towards recording events, such as the bioblitz at Peartree Green
Local Nature Reserve (LNR). Please accept my apologies for anybody who I
may have missed.
Please see our website: sotonnhs.org or www.facebook.com/groups/
SotonNatHistSoc for on-going up-to-date reports during 2019.

Flora and Fungi
A lot more information on flora records can be found on certain
websites, such as those produced by the Hampshire Fungus Recording
Group: www.hampshirefungi.org.uk/, the Wessex Lichen Society:
wessexlichengroup.org/ and the Flora Group of the Hampshire Wildlife
Trust: www.hwt.org.uk/pages/-hampshire-flora-group. There were no
lichen records of interest for 2018.
Fungi
2018 was a somewhat ‘poor to average’ year for fungi with the summer season practically
non-existent due to the very dry weather, especially in June and July. Generally, the greatest
numbers of fungi were to be seen from mid-October onwards, but still not in the usual
abundance. Slightly outside our normal recording area two particularly unusual fungi were
seen during my exploration of Ringwood Forest (Moors Valley Country Park) following
a fungus foray there on 7 October; these were two Scaly Hedgehog Sarcodon imbricatus
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Scaly Hedgehog
Sarcodon imbricatus

under pine and the rarer of the two Cauliflower
Fungi Sparassis brevipes under birch.
At least the latter species may have been
favoured by the hot, dry summer weather
because I heard of unspecified reports of this
species from the New Forest. Our society fungus
foray at The Holt on 4 November went ahead,
but conditions were still dry and only 25 taxa
were identified, including Yellowing Wood-wax
Hygrophorus discoxanthus and the Knight-cap
Tricholoma sciodes.
A feature of 2019 was that there were more
than the normal number of records from the
first half of the year and these included (in
alphabetical order) below:

Amanita gemmata, Jewelled Amanita, out of season at Bursledon Road, Thornhill, 19/2
Daldinia concentrica, King Alfred’s Cakes, Toot Hill Woods – unusually on Downy
Birch, 1/4
Laetiporus sulphureus, Chicken-of-the-Woods, Dumbletons Copse – on Sweet Chestnut, 21/5
Lepista irina, Flowery Blewit, Hillgrove, Townhill Park – 5 under Monterey Pine, 26/1
Peziza cerea, Cellar Cup, Exmoor Road,
St Mary’s – in cracks in tarmac, 6 /2
Peziza vesiculosa, Blistered Cup, King Stropharia
Sainsbury’s car park, Bitterne, 27/1
Stropharia rugososannulata
Phellinus igniarius, Willow Bracket,
Mayfield Park – unusually on birch, 2/2
Stropharia rugososannulata, King
Stropharia, Lidl car park, Woolston –
many on woodchip, 13/5
Autumn season fungi records, of interest, in 2018 included the following:
Agaricus lanipes, a mushroom, Pegasus Close, Hamble – identified by Phil Budd, 24/8
Aleuria aurantia, Orange-peel Fungus, Hut Wood – ID from photo by Phil Budd, 21/10
Auriscalpium vulgare, Ear-pick Toadstool, Netley Common, 10/10
Boletus albidus, Rooting Bolete, Westfield Common, Hamble, 25/8
Ganoderma resinaceum, a bracket fungus, Thornhill Park Wood – on oak, 2/9
Helvella crispa, White Saddle, Lordswood Road & Jurds Lake – late dates, 23/12 & 29/12
Hypholoma capnoides, Conifer Tuft, Southampton Common – on Corsican Pine roots, 25/10
Inonotus cuticularis, Clustered Bracket, Holly Hill Park car park – on Beech, 30/8
Lachnellula subtilissima, a disc fungus, Frog’s Copse – on Monterey Pine wood debris, 24/11
Leccinum duriusculum, Slate Bolete, Imber Way, Sholing – 10 under White Poplar, 8/9
Marasmius cohaerens, a toadstool, Peartree Green – new to site, 13/10
Schizophyllum commune, Split-gill, Frog’s Copse Meadow – on oak logs, 17/12
Terana caerluea, Cobalt Crust, Peartree Green – new to site, 19/11; Lords Wood Plantation,
29/12
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Bryophytes
The Bryophytes are the mosses, liverworts and hornworts. There were a few records this year
as a result of some site surveys in the eastern side of Southampton. At Millers Pond LNR on
8 March large quantities of the marshland species Fern-leaved Hook-moss Cratoneuron
filicinum were found in the wet area at the eastern end of Botany Bay Meadow and on
ant nests in the nearby dry grassland Pink-fruited Thread Moss Pohlia melanodon was
found. In the woodland areas at Miller’s Pond LNR mosses of interest included Slender
Mouse-tail Moss Isothecium myosuroides (abundant in the New Forest but scarce in
Southampton), Elegant Bristle-moss Orthotrichum pulchellum, Straw Bristle-moss
Orthotrichum stramineum, Dwarf Feather-moss Oxyrrhynchium pumilum and Lesser
Yoke-moss Zygodon conoideus. At Peartree Churchyard on 5 November there were two
mosses that were not recorded there 15 years ago, namely Heath Star-moss Campylopus
introflexus and Great Hairy Screw-moss Tortula ruralis var. ruralis. One further record
of interest was of the less common Twist-tip Feather-moss Oxyrrhynchium schleicheri,
identified by a damp, shady alley way in central Bitterne on 13 May during a litter pick event.

Vascular Flora
Native Species
One of best botanical sites in Southampton is
Peartree Green LNR and this year somebody
carefully counted 1,427 Pyramidal Orchid
spikes there on 20 June, but the orchids
soon suffered dehydration due to the drought
conditions.

Bithynian Vetch
Vicia bithynica

The damp spring may have favoured the small
colony of Bithynian Vetch on the green and
10 flowering plants of these were counted there
on 20 May. There were several new species
found at Peartree Green in 2018 including
Wild Mignonette (at least the first for many
years) on 22 May; Zig-zag Clover on 3 June;
Brown Sedge on 18 June (in an area cleared in
2017/8 winter) and Burnet Saxifrage on 9 July.
Mistletoe was found on some less than usual
hosts this year including on Ash at Linacre Road,
Thornhill on 18 March and on birch at Arnheim
Road near Southampton Sports Centre on
23 December.
Other interesting records of native species found (in alphabetical order) in 2018
included the following:
Allium ursinum, Ramsons, Freemantle Common, Bitterne – new to here, 12/5
Anthriscus caucalis, Bur Chervil, Mayflower Park – western boundary, 6/11
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Asplenium adiantum-nigrum, Black Spleenwort, Peartree Churchyard – 2 on church
and new to site, 5/11
Cardamine pratensis, Ladies Smock, Southampton Old Cemetery – double-flowered
variety, 13/5
Mycelis muralis, Wall Lettuce, Station Road, Sholing, 27/5
Narcissus pseudonarcissus, Wild Daffodil, Hoe Lane, Rownhams – 30 counted, 1/4
Neottia ovata, Common Twayblade, Botley Manor Country Park – one flowering plant
seen, 3/6
Ophrys apifera, Bee Orchid, Bitterne – 53 spikes counted in various locations, 13/6
Quercus petraea, Sessile Oak, Freemantle Common, Bitterne – one tree, 13/6
Reseda lutea, Wild Mignonette, Peartree Churchyard – new to site, 5/11
Sanicula europaea, Sanicle, Netley Common – one plant and new to site, 21/5
Saxifraga tridactylites, Rue-leaved Saxifrage, Edmund Kell Hall, Southampton –
25 plants outside entrance, 9/4
Ulex minor, Dwarf Gorse, Sandpiper Road, Lords Wood – 2 large patches surviving, 15/2
Non-native Species
The alien invasive Yellow-flowered Strawberry Potentilla indica continues to spread
rapidly with three new colonies found on the eastern side of the city in 2018. These were
at Thornhill Park Wood and Upper Deacon Road, Bitterne on 19 January and at Wynter
Road Recreation Ground, Bitterne on 7 July.
A selection of other records of naturalised flowering plants (in alphabetical order)
during 2018 are as follows:
Anisantha madritensis, Compact Brome, Mayflower Park – a large colony near entrance, 11/6
Allium neopolitanum, Naples Garlic, Marlhill Copse, Townhill – new to site, 10/5
Amelanchier lamarckii, June Berry, Woodland near Netley Military Cemetery –
2 seen, 25/8
Asparagus officinalis, Asparagus, Peartree Green – rising in an area burnt in the summer, 14/8
Cyclamen hederifolium, Sowbread (Cyclamen), Thornhill Park Wood – new to site, 2/9
Datura stramonium, Thorn Apple, Peartree Green – 4 seen in an area burnt in the summer,
13/10
Pilosella aurantiaca, Fox-and-cubs, Sholing Valley Study Centre car park, 27/5; Bitterne
Road East – 200 in lawn – a large increase, 28/5
Rubus cockburnianus, White-stemmed Bramble, Botley Manor Country Park – 2 clumps
in woodland, 3/6
Tristagma uniflorum, Spring Starflower, Peartree Green – by Sea Road and new site
record, 7/4
Verbascum blattaria, Moth Mullein, Green Lane, Hamble – appeared naturally in a
garden lawn, 25/8
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Fauna
Marine Invertebrates
Just two members of the SNHS went over to Calshot to carry out the annual autumn low
spring tide survey. This took place in the late afternoon of 9 September. Andy Barker
compiled a report. The survey started at castle slipway and both Dog Whelk Nucella
lapidus and Common Limpet Patella vulgata were found to be thriving here and around
80 Beadlet Sea Anemone Actinia equina were found here. In the main survey area, a new
site record was a colony of the Polychaete worm Phyllochaetopterus anglicus mixed with
the sponge Halichondria panicea. Molluscs of interest included two live Painted Top
shell Calliostoma zizyphium and one live Native Oyster Ostrea edulis. On the sheltered
side at the end of the excursion six fragile shells of the mollusc Akera bullata were seen.
Andy Barker and I joined by one other member of the SNHS, surveyed Weston Shore on
the low tide on 12 August after the heavy rain stopped. Around 24 species were positively
identified and recorded. Two ‘new’ species to Weston Shore were identified, these
were Broad-clawed Porcelain Crab Porcellana platycheles and the sea-squirt Ciona
intenstinalis – both quite common elsewhere. Another sighting of interest here was the
Green Sea Urchin Psammechinus miliaris, one was seen dead on 12 August, but four
more had been seen cast up in January 2018.

Asian Date Mussel
Arcuatula senhousia

There is potential for alien species of marine organism to turn up at any time and Jenny
Mallinson reported that a new and easily recognisable mollusc has turned up in Southampton
Water. This species is the Asian Date Mussel Arcuatula senhousia from Japan and China
(careful if you look this one up on the web!) The DNA signature of this species was picked
up in sediment from Town Quay by a PhD student. Later dead shells and live animals were
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detected off Weston Shore and Hythe. I would certainly be interested if anyone finds this
species, if only as a dead shell cast up.

Terrestrial Invertebrates (except arachnids and insects)
For 2018 very few records fall into this category. The only item of special interest was a
record of the Large Amber Snail Succinea putris at least 200 metres away from the closest
suitable habitat at Oaktree Road, Bitterne Park on 5 June.

Arachnids
All Arachnid records of interest were of Aranae (spiders) and most of them recorded by
Dennis Trunecka. A list of these appears below:
Araneus angulatus, Titchfield Meadows, Fareham – immature off oak, 15/5
Arctosa leopardus, Bishop’s Waltham Moors, 10/7
Cicurina cucur, Oak Road, Bishop’s Waltham, 30/5
Drassyllus pusillus, Oak Road, Bishop’s Waltham – male, 6/5
Evarcha falcata, King’s Copse Inclosure, New Forest – field meeting (female), 14/7
Harpactea hombergi, Swanmore, 26/4
Helophorus aequalis, Cricklemede Meadow, Bishop’s Waltham, 14/4
Oxyptila praticola, Swanmore, 26/4
Platnickina tincta, Oak Road, Bishop’s Waltham, 18/8
Pseudeuophrys lanigera, Bitterne Road East – male, 26/11
Salticus cingulatus, Near Brookland’s Farm, Bishops Waltham – male, 15/3; Surrey Road,
Chandler’s Ford, 23/6
Tetragnatha montana, Bishop’s Waltham Moors – immature, 13/3
Xysticus bifasciatus, Dundridge, 6/4
Zelotes latreillei, Bishop’s Waltham Palace, 31/8
An article on Phoretic Mites by Dennis Trunecka appears on page 20.
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Insects
Minor orders
Insect Order
Collembola
(springtails)
Ephemeroptera
(mayflies)
Orthoptera

Plecoptera
(stone-flies)
Neuroptera
(lacewings)
Trichoptera
(caddis-flies)

Taxon (Species)
Location
Dicyrtomina saundersi Oak Road, Bishop’s
Waltham
Leptophlebia
Bishop’s Waltham
marginata
Moors
Conocephalus dorsalis Hamble Common – 2
seen
Nemobius sylvestris
Rosebery Avenue,
Hythe – heard singing
Nemurella pictetii
Bishop’s Waltham
Moors – ID by Richard
Dickson
Phaeostigma notata
Galley Down Woods
– larva
Athripsodes albifrons Peter’s Road, Locks
Heath – at MV light
Oaktree Road, Bitterne
Park – at Actinic light

Date
4/3/2018
18/5/2018
25/8/2018
1/8/2018
14/4/2018
3/8/2018
27/6/2018
25/8/2018

Major Orders
Odonata
The first damselfly record in 2018 was of Large Red Damselfly at Highbridge Farm,
Allbrook on 5 May (a full month later than the earliest date for this species in 2017). On the
same day and the same site 10 Common Blue Damselfly were noted as freshly emerged
and this was followed by the first Beautiful Demoiselle at an unexpected location at Hum
Hole, Bitterne on 7 May. Early dragonflies included the first Emperor Dragonfly (a male)
at Highbridge Farm on 17 May and more exceptionally early Common Darters with one
emerging a garden pond at St Mary’s Road, Bishopstoke on 1 May and another seen at
Shawford Railway Station on 19 May. Late records included a Common Blue Damselfly
at Boating Lake, Southampton Common on 5 October; a Southern Hawker at Freeworms
Hill, Fritham, New Forest on 21 October and the last Common Darters, a male and a
female at Marchwood on 8 November. The only other Odonata record of note was a Goldenringed Dragonfly at a very urban location at Bonchurch Close, Bassett Green on 24 June.

Hemiptera and Homoptera
The largest squash-bug or leather-bug (family Coreidae) currently found in the UK is on the
march in Southampton. This is the Western Conifer Seed-bug Leptoglossus occidentalis.
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Western Conifer Seed-bug
Leptoglossus occidentalis
The first report was of one on an outside window at Bitterne Road East on 21 September,
Later on 22 November an individual was seen climbing up a wall inside the house. There
were other reports, identified from photographs, at Paulsgrove, Portsmouth on 5 October
and inside another house at Beverley Heights, Townhill Park on 29 November.
A selection of other 2018 Hemiptera and Homoptera records is as follows:

Hemiptera
Acanthosoma haemorrhoidale, Hawthorn Shield-bug, Vespasian Road, Bitterne Manor
(early date), 31/1
Empicoris vagabundus, an assassin-bug, Oaktree Road, Bitterne Park, 4/8
Himacerus boops, a damsel-bug, Titchfield Meadows, 27/7
Megalonotus chiragara, a ground-bug, Bishop’s Waltham & Titchfield Meadows, 22/7
& 15/5
Nysius ericae, a ground-bug, Cricklemede Meadows & Dundridge, 7/9 & 14/9
Nysius senecionis, a ground-bug, Titchfield Meadows – on Conyza sp., 18/9
Picromerus bidens, Spiked Shield-bug, Sandy Lane, Shedfield (late date), 5/11
Sehirus bicolor, Pied Shield-bug, Jervis Court Lane, Bishop’s Waltham, 20/4. This was
found on Yellow Archangel Lamiastrum galeobdolon; White Dead-nettle is its usual host.
Syromastus rhombeus, Rhombic Leather bug, Peartree Green – first Southampton
record, 20/5
Trigonotylus caelestialium, Rice Leaf Bug, Titchfield Meadows – 2 seen – a recent
arrival, 27/7

Homoptera
Allygus mixtus, a leafhopper, Titchfield Meadows, 27/7
Javesella pellucida, a froghopper, Oak Road, Bishop’s Waltham, 11/5
Linnavuoriana sexmaculata, a froghopper, Peters Road Lock’s Heath – at MV (Mercuryvapour) light, 12/10
Oncopsis flavicollis, a leafhopper, Titchfield Meadows – off birch, 15/7
Ribautiana debilis, a leafhopper, Oak Road, Bishop’s Waltham, 23/11
Zygina flammigera, a leafhopper, Butt’s Farm Lane, Bishop’s Waltham, 10/4
The website www.britishbugs.org.uk is very useful in the determination of adult Hemiptera
and Homoptera.
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Lepidoptera: Butterflies
The earliest records of selected species in 2018 are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brimstone at Bishop’s Waltham Moors on 13/3
Green-veined White at Peartree Green LNR on 18/4
Comma at Peartree Green LNR on 5/4
Painted Lady near the Grand De Vere Hotel, Southampton 6/5 (first of 5 records up to 28/7)
Peacock at The Parkway, Bassett on 11 /5
Red Admiral at Bitterne Road East on 4/1 (first butterfly sighting in 2018)
Holly Blue at Cedar Avenue, Shirley on 20/4
Small Copper at Keyhaven on 20/4
Speckled Wood at Peartree Green LNR on 18/4

As can be seen above the ‘first’ dates were mostly later than normal, perhaps due to all the
cold weather in late February and March.
The latest dates of selected species in 2018 are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brimstone at Newtown Road, Weston on 20/10
Small White near Galley Down at Corhampton on 5/10
Red Admiral at Beverley Heights, Townhill Park on 8/12 (last butterfly sighting in 2018)
Small Tortoiseshell at Lower Lane, Bishops Waltham on 17/11
Common Blue at Peartree Green LNR on 13/10.
Holly Blue at Peartree Green LNR on 3/10
Small Copper at Claylands Reserve on 3/10 (2 seen)
Speckled Wood at Lord’s Wood on 6/11 (5 were seen)

2018 with an abundance of good weather was an excellent year for most butterfly
species. A selection of other butterfly records in 2018 is as follows:
Brown Argus, Peartree Green LNR – 31 counted on transect, April to September;
Southampton Old Cemetery – 18 counted on one day, 9/7; King’s Copse Inclosure – field
meeting – one male, 14/7
Clouded Yellow, Peartree Green LNR – 2 seen on transect, 21/8; Peartree Green LNR – 3
seen, 13/10; Weston Shore, 22/10
Marbled White, Bitterne Bypass – not usually seen in this area, 6/7
Silver-washed Fritillary, Jurds Lake, Weston, 22/7
Small Blue, Peartree Green LNR – first brood females, 3/6 & 18/6; Peartree Green LNR
– second brood male, 6/8
White Admiral, Near Tangier Lane, Bishop’s Waltham, 21/6; The ‘Conker Field’, Netley, 24/6
White-letter Hairstreak, Southampton Common (also numbers at Peartree Green LNR), 24/6

Lepidoptera: Moths
The society held a moth lamp event at a garden at Woolston Road, Netley on the evening
of 29 June during a spell of particularly warm weather. A very impressive 55 species were
identified including Buff-tip Moth, Dingy Shears, Festoon (3 seen), Pine Hawkmoth,
Scallop Shell and the tortrix moth Epinotia subocellana. A private moth lamp, part of
an entomological survey for Fareham Council, was held at Titchfield Meadows (near
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Titchfield Tithe Barn) on 27 July. Highlight moths seen here included Garden Tiger (an
impressive moth not often seen these days), Gold Spot, Phoenix, Small China-mark and
two specimens of the tortrix moth Cydia amplana.
A large number of records were received from Peters Road, Locks Heath where it was the
best year yet for moths at both Mercury-vapour and Actinic lights. Highlight ‘macro-moths’
here included two very early date records of Oak Beauty (22/1) and Oak Nycteoline
(28/1). Later highlights here included Frosted Green and Tawny Pinion (both on 19/4);
Blackneck (27/6); Maple Pug (9/7); Gold Spot and Twin-spot Wainscot (both on 20/7);
Buttoned Snout (9/8) and Cloaked Carpet (5/9). The more interesting micro-moths
recorded at Peters Road, Lock’s Heath in
2018 included Caloptilia semifasciata and
Mompha divisella (both 19/4); Argyresthia
The Phoenix
cupressella (21/5); Grapholita lobarzewskii
Eulithis prunata
(27/6); a female Red-barred Tortrix Ditula
angustiorana (1/7) (usually only males
of this moth species come to light);
Calamatropha paludella and the first of
three Blastobasis rebeli (both 20/7) and
Enarmonia formosana (29/8). Grapholita
lobarzewskii (above) is associated with
fruit trees and orchards and only colonised
south-east Hampshire from the east in the
last 15 years.
In terms of migrant moths there were three
records of Hummingbird Hawk-moth, the
first at Belmont Road at Portswood feeding
on Sweet Williams on 25 June followed by
one at Cedar Avenue, Shirley on 31 August
and another at Suffolk Drive, Chandler’s Ford on 13 September. The very common Silver Y
was to be seen widely as usual with the earliest report at Hannay Rise, Thornhill on 20 May
and the latest at Dundridge on 27 September. Two migrant ‘Noctuids’ at Mercury-vapour
light in a garden at Peters Road, Lock’s Heath on 18 October were Scarce Bordered Straw
and The Delicate. In total 23 specimens of the Box Tree Moth Cydalima perspectalis
were seen at the same Locks Heath garden through the 2018 season.

Other moth records from 2018 that are of interest are as follows:
Macro-moths
Buttoned Snout, Oak Road, Bishop’s Waltham, 26/10
Clouded Magpie, Kathleen Road, Sholing – first for garden and second for Southampton, 26/7
Five-spot Burnet, Southampton Old Cemetery – first known Southampton record, 24/6.
The above is the rarer ‘true’ Five-spot Burnet Zygaena trifollii f. palustrella and the ID
was confirmed by a good photograph.
Lesser Cream Wave, Bishop’s Waltham Moors, 10/7
Neglected Rustic, Fritham Plain, New Forest – sitting on a gorse bush, 21/10
Poplar Lutestring, Bitterne Road East – at MV light – first known Southampton record, 18/5
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Scarlet Tiger Moth, Southampton Central Railway Station, 14/6
Winter Moth, Fleming Park, Eastleigh – 4 resting inside subway under M3, 26/12
Micro-moths
Apodia bifractella, Near Hoe Lane, Curdridge – on fleabane, 17/8
Argyresthia spinosella, Bitterne Road East – first for garden, 15/6
Grapholita compositella, Peartree Green LNR – new to site, 4/8
Helcystogramma rufescens, Oak Road, Bishop’s Waltham, 4/7
Mompha divisella, Bitterne Road East – first for garden, 23/9
Oidaematophorus lithodactyla, Dusky Plume, Bishop’s Waltham Moors, 13/7
Orthotaenia undulana, Bishop’s Waltham Moors, 18/5
Sitochroa palealis, Carrot Seed Moth, Bitterne Leisure Centre, 6/8
A very good website for more information about both macro-moths and micro-moths is
www.ukmoths.org.uk.

Hymenoptera
The earliest dates in 2018 for selected species are as follows:
Andrena cineraria, Grey Mining Bee, at Rareridge Lane, Bishop’s Waltham on 18/4
Andrena flavipes, Yellow-legged Mining Bee, at Bitterne Bypass on 22/3 (5 and the first
Andrena bees in 2018)
Andrena fulva, Lawn Bee, at Bitterne Bypass on 16/4
Andrena haemorrhoa, Early Mining Bee, at St Mary’s Road, Bishopstoke on 5/4
Anthophora plumipes, Hairy-footed Flower Bee, male at Bitterne Road East on 16/3
Bombus lucorum/terrestris, Bumble Bee, on Mahonia at Bitterne Precinct on 7/1
Bombus pascuorum, Dead-nettle Carder-bee, at Bitterne Road East (queen bee on
Dandelion) on 5/4
Bombus pratorum, Early Bumble-bee, on Goat Willow at Peartree Green LNR on 16/3
Bombus terrestris, Buff-tailed Bumble-bee, at Lower Lane, Bishop’s Waltham on 6/1
Colletes hederae, Ivy Mining Bee, at Free Street, Bishop’s Waltham on 29/8
Nomada lathburiana at Rareridge Lane, Bishop’s Waltham on 18/4 (the first Nomada record)
Osmia rufa (= O. bicornis), Red Mason Bee, at Peartree Green LNR on 18/4
Vespa crabro, Hornet, at South Stoneham Church on 10/5
Some latest dates of selected Hymenoptera species seen in 2018 are as follows:
Apis mellifera, Honey Bee, at Mayfield Park on field meeting on 29/12 (6 seen on Mahonia)
Bombus lucorum/terrestris, bumble bee, at Mayfield Park on 29/12 (3 seen on Mahonia)
Bombus pascuorum, Dead-nettle Carder-bee, on Loquat blossom at Bitterne Road East on 11/11
Colletes hederae, Ivy Mining Bee, at Bitterne Bypass on 11/11
Vespa crabro, Hornet, at Hut Wood, Chilworth on 3/11 (several seen)
Vespula vulgaris, Common Wasp, on Mahonia at a garden centre at West End on 17 /12
A selected list of the many other Hymenoptera records received for 2018 is as follows:
Aglaostigma aucupariae, a sawfly, Butt’s Farm Lane, Bishop’s Waltham, 10/4
Ancistrocerus gazella, a mason wasp, Near North Pond, Bishop’s Waltham, 18/8
Ancistrocerus nigricornis, a mason wasp, Oak Road, Bishop’s Waltham, 20/6
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Andrena minutula, a mining bee, Woolston Road,
Netley at light at field meeting, 29/6
Andrena scotica, Chocolate Mining Bee, Bitterne
Road East – new to the garden, 19/4
Andricus inflator, a gall wasp, Frog’s Copse
Meadow – 6 galls on oak, 17/12
Arge berberidis, a sawfly, Oak Road, Bishop’s
Waltham, 9/7
Chrysis impressa, a cuckoo wasp, St Mary’s Road,
Bishopstoke, 20/6
Coelioxys inermis, a cuckoo bee, Bitterne Way,
Bitterne – first known Southampton record, 13/6
Dasypoda hirtipes, Pantaloon Bee, Peartree Green
Gall Wasp
LNR – female on Picris sp., new to site, 24/7
Andricus inflator
Dolichovespula norwegica, Norwegian Wasp,
Sandy Lane, Shedfield & Oak Road, Bishop’s
Waltham, 5/11 & 11/11
Hylaeus annularis, a solitary bee, Titchfield Meadows – on thistle flowers, 15/7
Hylaeus cornutus, a solitary bee, Titchfield Meadows – on hogweed flowers, 15/7
Ichnneumon extensorius, an ichneumon, Winchester Road, Bishop’s Waltham – female, 22/3
Macropis europaea, Yellow Loosestrife Bee, King’s Copse Inclosure – 3 seen at field
meeting, 14/7
Melecta albifrons, a solitary bee, Dundridge Farm, 3/5
Nematus ribesii, Gooseberry Sawfly, Bitterne Road East – larvae on Red Currant, 12/6
Osmia caerulescens, Blue Mason Bee, Dale Valley Road, Shirley – sitting on fence, 10/5
Phymatocera aterrima, a sawfly, Runnydown Copse, Curdridge – female, 3/5
Polysphincta tuberosa, an ichneumon, Bishop’s Waltham Moors – attacking Tetragnatha
spider, 13/3
Sphecodes gibbus, a cuckoo bee, Bishop’s Waltham Palace – female, 31/8
Tenthredo arcuata, a sawfly, Peartree Green LNR – bioblitz, 16/6
Tenthredopsis litterata, a sawfly, Peartree Green LNR – bioblitz, 16/6
Vulgichneumon saturatorius, an ichneumon, Dundridge Nature Reserve – on late hogweed
flowers, 19/10

Diptera (Two-winged Flies)
In terms of phenological records, the earliest Common Bee-fly Bombylius major report
for 2018 was of a male on Goat Willow Salix caprea blooms at Peartree Green LNR
on 16 March. There were several late-date reports of hoverflies including Marmalade
Fly Episyrphus balteatus on winter-flowering Lonicera at Mayfield Park on the
29 December field meeting; Ferdinandea cuprea resting on a leaf at Wavell Road, Bitterne on
11 November and Swarming Hoverfly Scaeva pyrasti on Ivy at Peartree Green LNR on
21 October.
A selection of other interesting Diptera (two-winged flies) records from 2018 is as
follows:
Cheilosia proxima, a hoverfly, Highbridge Farm, Allbrook, 17/5
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Chorisops nagatomii, a soldier fly, Dundridge, 23/8
Chromatomyia scolopendri, a leaf-miner fly, Bishop’s Waltham – mines on Hart’s-tongue
Fern, 22/2
Chrysotoxum festivum, a hoverfly, Peartree Green LNR – first site record, 11/6
Criorhina berberina, a hoverfly, Ashdown Close, Chandler’s Ford – mating pair, 1/6
Didea fasciata, a hoverfly, Peartree Green LNR – first site record, 16/9; Lower Test Reserve
– mating pair, 7/10
Empis opaca, a dance fly, Oak Road, Bishop’s Waltham, 7/6
Gymnosoma rotundatum, Ladybird Fly, Peartree Green LNR – first site record – on carrot
heads, 24/7; Peartree Green LNR – 2 seen on Yarrow flowers, 26/9
Herina nigrina, a fly, Sandy Lane, Shedfield – on Ivy, 5/11
Lipoptena cervi, Deer Ked, Galley Down – on an early date, 23/8
Oplodontha viridula, a soldier fly, Titchfield Meadows – 2 seen, 20/6
Palloptera umbellatarum, a fly, Titchfield Meadows – caught by sweeping, 20/6
Phasia obesa, a fly, Peartree Green LNR – first site record – on carrot heads, 14/8
Rhingia rostrata, a hoverfly, King’s Copse Inclosure – on thistle at field meeting, 14/7
Sapromyza quadripunctata, a fly, Oak Road, Bishop’s Waltham, 18/8
Sphenella marginata, a fly, Titchfield Meadows – caught by sweeping, 18/9
Suillia laevifrons, a fly, Oak Road, Bishop’s Waltham, 21/8
Symplecta stictica, a crane fly, Near Brookland’s Farm, Bishop’s Waltham, 15/3
Xanthogramma citrofasciatum, a hoverfly, Hannay Rise, Thornhill – first known
Southampton record, 20/5

Coleoptera (Beetles)
The Alder Leaf Beetle Agelistica alni continues to be very abundant and often the answer
to identification queries received by me. In 2018 the first seen were 10 at Bishop’s Waltham
Moors on 13 March and the last were at the Tesco car park, Bursledon on 30 August. They
have been seen on more different species of tree, but not necessarily feeding on them,
including Field Maple, Cherry Laurel and a non-native lime Tilia euchlora. As usual there
were several reports of Stag Beetle Lucanus cervus but one at Verdon Avenue, Hamble
on 16 April was the second earliest date on the SNHS records database. The last was at
Hamble on 25 June. On 31 May three Stag Beetles emerged from a rotten log in a garden at
Cedar Avenue, Shirley and nine individuals were seen there between 31 May and 14 June.
At the bioblitz event at The Holt, near Upham, on 9 June three beetles of interest recorded
were the click beetle Athous campyloides, the Bean Weevil Bruchus rufimanus and a
seldom seen longhorn beetle beaten off cypress Poecilium alni. Beetles recorded at the
moth lamp field meeting at Woolston Road, Netley on 29 June were the water beetle
Hydrobius fuscipes at the moth light and on flowers in the garden, and the pollen beetle
Meligethes aeneus. One of our members found several species of small Carabid ground
beetles of the genus Bembidion at North Pond, Bishop’s Waltham between 6 May and
28 May; species positively identified there were B. biguttatum, B. dentellum, B. properans
and B. quadripustulatum.
A selection of some of the many other beetle records received in 2018 includes the
following:
Acalyptus carpini, a weevil, Oak Road, Bishop’s Waltham, 27/5
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Agapus bipustulatus, a water beetle, Cricklemede Meadow, Bishop’s Waltham – under
a log, 7/9
Altica palustris, a leaf beetle, Highbridge Farm, Allbrook – an early date, 5/5
Anotylus inustus, a rove beetle, Oak Road, Bishop’s Waltham, 11/4
Anthrenus museorum, Museum Beetle, Dundridge Reserve (unusual outdoors), 4/7
Bembidion dentellum, a ground beetle, Claylands Reserve, Bishop’s Waltham, 21/6
Calodromius spilotus, a ground beetle, Dundridge Reserve, 15/2
Carpelimus corticinus, a rove beetle, Runnydown Copse, Curdridge, 23/8
Cryptocephalus pusillus, a leaf beetle, Titchfield Meadows – off hybrid willow, 15/7
Elodes sp., Marsh beetles, Bishop’s Waltham Moors – E. elongata & E. minuta seen, 14/4
Hermaeophaga mercurialis, a leaf beetle, Carron Row Woods, near Fareham – 5 on Dog’s
Mercury, 20/6
Hoplia philanthus, Welsh Chafer, Oak Tree Road, Bitterne Park, 8/6
Isomera murina, a beetle, Bishop’s Waltham Palace, 28/5
Lyctus brunneus, a beetle, Oak Road, Bishop’s Waltham, 23/7
Malthinus seriepunctatus, a beetle, Titchfield Meadows – caught by sweeping, 20/6
Ophonus ardosiacus, a ground beetle, Titchfield Meadows – caught at moth light, 27/7
Orchesia undulata, a beetle, Winchester Road, Bishop’s Waltham, 21/3
Plateumaris sericea, a leaf beetle, Highbridge Farm, Allbrook – 5 seen, 5/5
Platystethus cornutus, a rove beetle, Bishop’s Waltham Moors – female, 23/7
Prionus coriarius, Tanner Beetle (also known as Sawyer Beetle), Rownhams 21/7
Pycnomerus fuliginosus, a beetle, Warsash Common – ID confirmed by Richard Dickson, 4/6
Pyrochroa serraticornis, Cardinal Beetle, Peartree Green LNR – 2 seen and new to site,
16/6
Rhinocyllus conicus, a weevil, Titchfield Meadows – off Creeping Thistle, 15/5
Scymnus frontalis, a ladybird, Ashford Close, Chandler’s Ford – on Lotus, 28/8
Tetrops praeustus, Plum Longhorn, West End – at ASDA car park, 17/5
Uleiota planatus, a bark beetle, Winchester Road, Bishop’s Waltham – 2 seen, 21/3

Vertebrates
Amphibians and Reptiles
The earliest report of Common Frog spawn in Southampton in 2018 was at Newtown
Road, Weston Park on 31 January. 15 Palmate Newt were counted at Hum Hole ponds,
Bitterne on 7 May. This colony survives despite the pond being so neglected over many
years. Formerly counts here often exceeded 100. Very few reptile records for 2018, but two
Grass Snakes were seen on the edge of a wood in the Dundridge area on 7 May.

Birds
Birds are thoroughly and extensively reported elsewhere, and it would be appropriate for
members with an interest in bird records to seek other sources of information, including
the annual Hampshire Bird Report and the quarterly Kingfisher magazine produced by
the Hampshire Ornithological Society: www.hos.org.uk/. There are also a lot of up-todate sightings on the web, including our own site: www.sotonnhs.org/ and, particularly
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the very good Hampshire Going Birding site: www.goingbirding.co.uk/hants/ as well as
www.havantnature.net for the Portsmouth area. My summary is inevitably very incomplete.
I can update the situation about Ring-necked Parakeet in the Southampton area. I am
unsure of the breeding status in our area (any information would be welcome), but in the
city centre Hoglands Park is a favoured site to see them and two were reported there on
18 February. Other sites where they were reported in 2018 included Bitterne Road East on
28 May (1 seen); Northam Road on 8 September and again on 27 December (singletons);
Adanac Park at Nursling (from at least 19 October and I think only one bird involved);
Octavia Road at Swaythling on 25 October (2 seen) and Mansel Road West at Millbrook on
19 November (1 seen). Also, about aliens, the Australian Black Swan population on the
River Itchen at Riverside Park continued to be present throughout 2018 with one reported
seen further down river off Centurion Business Park at Bitterne Manor on 6 March.
In spring 2019 I conducted a breeding bird survey at Peartree Green LNR in which it was
proved that there are no ground-nesting birds. This is not surprising as the site is heavily
dog-walked by the locals. However, the scrubby areas proved to be very valuable habitat
for nesting birds. Estimated minimum numbers of breeding pairs for each species are
as follows (excluding species like Starling and House Sparrow nesting on the houses):
8 Blackbird, 8 Song Thrush, 8 Robin, 3–4 Greenfinch, 12 Wren, 3 Dunnock, 3 Blackcap,
3 Whitethroat, 4–5 Chiffchaff, 2–3 Blue Tit, 3 Great Tit, 1 Long-tailed Tit, 2 Collared Dove,
5 Woodpigeon and 1 Stock Dove. Magpie, Crow and Goldfinch also suspected of breeding
at Peartree Green LNR but in unknown numbers.
Some of the other interesting bird reports in the Southampton area through 2018
included:
Crossbill, Anson Drive, Sholing, 2 over and calling, 17/11
Goosander, Ornamental Lake, Southampton Common, 2 males, 25/12. Later joined here
by a female bird a present into 2019. 2 or 3 birds still regular on the River Test at Testwood
in 2018.
Green Sandpiper, Riverside Park, Woodmill, 2 and an unusual bird here, 31/12
Grey Phalarope, Riverside Park, Very unusual so far up river, 22/9
House Martin, Cobden Bridge, St Denys, 26/5
Kingfisher, Ornamental Lake, Southampton Common, an immature bird – unusual here,
15/9
Linnet, Peartree Green LNR, 3 seen – unusual here these days, 14/11
Long-tailed Duck, off Weston Shore – field meeting, present earlier and stayed into 2019,
29/12
Red Kite, Peartree Green LNR, first record here on SNHS database, 8/5
Ring Ouzel, Southampton Common, 7/10
Spotted Flycatcher, Kings Copse Inclosure – field meeting, 14/7
Swift, Marchwood Road, Freemantle, first report this year – same date as in 2017, 5/5
Tawny Owl, Freemantle Common, Bitterne, 2 heard calling – unusual here, 6/5
Waxwing, Totton, seen by many admirers, December
Willow Warbler, Peartree Green LNR, Singing male on passage, 19/4
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Mammals
As was the case in 2017 there were many reports of Hedgehog in the Southampton area
and this was very encouraging.
Hedgehog
Erinaceus europaeus

Apparently the first living record of one on Peartree Green was an adult seen on a dawn
bird survey on 13 May; later during a butterfly transect survey at Peartree Green on
16 September an immature female Hedgehog out in broad daylight was ‘rescued’ and
taken to the vets at West End Road, Bitterne and found to be dehydrated and malnourished.
Other live hedgehogs were seen at St Mary’s Road, Bishopstoke on 16 June, Bitterne Bay
on 20 July, Valley Road at Chandler’s Ford on 13 August (2 seen) and at another site in
Chandler’s Ford on 21 December when one was found hibernating in a nest. Additionally,
road kills were reported at Allington Lane, West End on 3 August and at Byron Road,
Thornhill on the late date of 2 December.
A few other interesting mammal records for 2018 are as follows:
Brown Hare, Hursley Estate near Farley Mount field meeting, 23 counted, 25/3 – please
also see Brown Hares in the Farley Mount Area on page 44.
Chinese Muntjac, Hut Wood, Chilworth, 3 seen, 3/11
House Mouse, Chilcomb House, Winchester, one dead, 28/11
Noctule Bat, Hut Wood, Chilworth, flying at dusk, 7/8
Polecat, Snakemoor Lane, Durley, dead – roadkill, 28/8
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Brown Hares in the Farley Mount area
25 March 2018
Andy Barker
A group of 12 Southampton Natural History Society members had a successful
field meeting on 25 March 2018 (9.05am to 12.15pm) looking for Brown Hares.

This meeting followed the regular Brown Hare transect, that Andy and Linda
Barker do each year, along the bridleway from Farley Mount (junction car
park) SU419291 to Farley Down SU400282 via Heath Close Corner SU410284.
The linear walk (there and back on same route) is shown in yellow above,
with figures giving approximate locations and numbers of hares seen in
particular fields.
A total of 23 hares were seen! In the eastern half of the route, the fields
to the south are cattle pasture, and to the north of the path was a young
winter-sown cereal crop.
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Brown Hare
Lepus europaeus
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By contrast, all the fields in the western half of the route had young crops
of oilseed rape, so it was a nice surprise to be able to see so many hares
here. Good views were had through binoculars, but even better through the
telescope that we took with us.
The weather on the day was cool (9°C) and cloudy, with a very light northerly
breeze, and occasional sun breaking through. The early start to the walk, on
the day the clocks changed to British Summer Time, no doubt contributed to
the high numbers of hares seen.
Many of the hares were paired up, and were either feeding or grooming, whilst
others were upright and alert, or else running. In cases with three, four or five
hares, there was more activity and some chasing around, but no real boxing.
Distant views of three Roe Deer were also seen, as they walked slowly through
a field to the south.

Roe Deer
Capreolus capreolus
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Amphibian and Reptile Recording
John Buckley and Nick Smith
Please send in your new and old records of amphibians and reptiles from
Hampshire and the Isle of Wight.
Hampshire Amphibian and Reptile Recording Network (HARRN) is busy
collecting records for publication in the new atlas at the end of the year. This
project is supported by the Wildlife Trust and other local groups. HARRN would
really appreciate the help of SNHS members to create as complete a current
picture as possible, which will then become a base line for future studies.
Hampshire is home to 12 out
of 13 of the UK’s native species
– but too little is known about
their distribution away from
nature reserves and SSSIs. This
simplified map shows in red
the parts of Hampshire and
the Isle of Wight where records
are sparse. Observations
from these areas would be
particularly valuable.
The species most likely to be
seen in gardens and urban
s p a c e s a re S l ow- wo r m s ,
Palmate and Smooth Newts,
Common Frogs, Common
Toads, and Grass Snakes. But
conservation experts are also interested in what is found in the countryside.
We hope that with this new information about all our species, conservation
organisations will better understand which wildlife-rich areas would benefit
from better protection and conservation.
If you would like your records to be included, please submit them by the
end of August. For more information about the different species and how
to submit records visit www.hiwwt.org.uk/species-groups.
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Weather Records 2018
Records made at Bitterne Road East, Bitterne
(SU454129)
Phil Budd
2018 was a particularly warm year with above-average temperatures day and
night for all months except February; even February temperatures were only
slightly below the long-term average.

It may be surprising to learn that 2018 was also rather wetter than average
with nearly 36 inches of rain/precipitation as opposed to the long-term
Southampton average of 31 inches. The early winter period was average in
terms of temperature and drier than normal and December was very mild
and wet. Spring was warm but very wet; the summer was unusually dry and
mostly very warm to hot; June was exceptionally dry and July particularly hot.
The summer was particularly sunny. Autumn was for the most part warm,
but it was unusually dry before heavy rains arrived in November. We finally
had our first significant winter snowfall since 2013 early in the year and the
rainfall pattern for much of the year was one isolated very wet day in between
long periods of dryness.
I will now summarise the main weather phenomena of 2018:
January 2rd/3rd: A particularly bad Atlantic storm named ‘Eleanor’ with winds
over 60mph in the night, which brought down the ‘King Oak’ at Lulworth.
There was another similar storm on the morning of January 18th.
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January 24th: a third bad January storm named ‘Georgina’ struck the UK.
February: There were 14 air frosts; this was the frostiest month since January
2010.
February 4th to 14th: A cold and showery period with occasional falls of sleet
and soft hail.
February 23rd to March 3rd : A major cold spell, the ‘Beast from the East’ and
the most significant cold spell since the 2012/13 winter. The period began
sunny with severe frosts.
February 27th/28th: The coldest night of the year, minimum down to −6.7°C
March 1st: The coldest day of the year, maximum −1.8°C, and, amazingly, the
coldest day since January 1997!
March 1st/2nd: 11cm snow cover recorded in Bitterne.
March: 25 ‘wet’ days recorded, the highest number in any month since
November 1986.
March: Second wettest March since 1985; only March 2001 was wetter.
March 17th to 21st: The ‘mini Beast from the East’ starting in a 10.7˚C drop
in temperature between 16th & 17th, then 7cm depth of snow recorded in
Bitterne on 17th/18th. Last air frost on night of 20th/21st.
April 18th to 21st: A short spring heatwave with temperatures up to 26°C on
21st followed by a torrential thunderstorm in the evening with 21mm rain
from 10pm to 11pm. April cool and unsettled otherwise.
May 8th: Particularly warm day maximum of 27.7°C. May generally warm but
not especially sunny.
May 29th: A morning downpour, 20mm rain from 11am to 12.30pm.
June: Quite simply the driest month in my records since they began in 1985,
just 0.8mm rain recorded and other members reported around 1mm rain. It
was the first month in my records with no significant rainfall. Previously the
driest month was April 2017 and just before my records, April 1984. June
2006 was the next driest June.
June 1st to July 20th: No significant rain for 50 days, although 0.5mm recorded
on 14th. Similar to 1976.
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June 20th to 30th: Continuously clear skies for 10.5 days and nights; almost
unheard of. Good views of high-level noctulicent cloud at dawn, and
occasionally at dusk, on 22nd, 27th and July 6th particularly.
June 28th: 33.1°C was a Scottish temperature record at Motherwell. This is
about 92°F. Amazingly, no temperature above 90°F recorded in Southampton,
very odd for such a hot summer.
July 8th: Hottest day of the year, maximum 31.6°C, 5 days of continuous clear
skies from 6th to 10th. Most of the rest of July was very warm with aboveaverage temperatures continuously up to 27th.
July 15th to August 1st: A series of bad fires locally. Two at Peartree Green
on July 15th and August 1st. One in Southampton Old Cemetery on July 20th
and one at Five Acres, Lordshill on July 25th for example.
July 29th: First heavy rain for two months, with 24.5mm up to 4pm. Grass
recovered immediately.
August 1st to 7th: Hot weather not finished yet, up to 31°C on 3rd and almost
totally sunny. August cool and unsettled after this, but most days mostly dry
except for some exceptional downpours.
August 10th: 21mm in 10 minutes at 1.30pm was very heavy rain in a short
burst, probably heaviest of the year.
August 26th: Even more of a drenching; 45mm rain between 9am and 7pm;
the wettest day of the year.
September 1st to 20th: Completely dry up to the 10th and warm up to 20th.
September 21st to 23rd: A short wet and windy spell in wake of Storm ‘Ali’.
September 24th to October 5th: No rain for 11 days but cool, with continuous
sunshine up to 30th.
October 13th: An exceptionally warm day, maximum 24.2°C but 26°C recorded
in Lincolnshire.
October 18th to 31st: Another long autumn dry spell of 14 days duration but
cold from 26th onward.
October 28th/29th: Rare October air frost in Bitterne; the first October air
frost since 2011.
November 9th to 11th: Very wet with 50mm rain from 7pm on 9th to 1am
on 11th (30 hours).
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November 20th to 27th: November mild and wet up to 18th, but a cold spell
due to easterly winds saw frost in most places and some hail and sleet fall in
showers on 20th & 21st.
December 12th to 15th: A brief spell of easterlies with a maximum of only 4°C
on 14th. Otherwise December up to 24th was mild and very wet.
December 25th: Christmas Day saw the start of a long dry spell, which is
continuing at the time of writing (8th January 2019). The weather in the last
week of December was mild but depressingly overcast. The dry spell from
25th December continued to 15th January 2019 i.e. 22 days.

Weather Records for 2018 at Bitterne Road East, Southampton
by Phil Budd
Mean max
temp

°C

High
temp

°F

°C

Mean min
temp

°C

°F

Low
temp

°C

Air
frost
days1

Wet
days2

Total rainfall
mm

in

Jan

9.8

49.6

15.0

4.9

40.8

0.3

1

19

85.2

3.35

Feb

7.4

45.3

12.4

0.5

32.9

−6.7

14

7

37.7

1.48

Mar

9.9

49.8

14.8

3.6

38.5

−5.1

7

25

144.0

5.67

Apr

15.4

59.7

26.2

8.8

47.8

3.7

Nil

14

100.7

3.96

May

21.0

69.8

27.7

10.5

50.9

3.2

Nil

11

56.4

2.22

Jun

23.8

74.8

29.9

13.6

56.5

9.4

Nil

Nil

0.8

0.03

Jul

26.9

80.4

31.6

16.6

61.9

13.2

Nil

4

30.1

1.19

Aug

23.0

73.4

31.0

14.8

58.6

8.6

Nil

6

102.0

4.02

Sep

20.4

68.7

25.1

11.6

52.9

5.4

Nil

6

42.6

1.67

Oct

16.5

61.7

24.2

8.6

47.5

0.1

1

7

63.0

2.48

Nov

12.5

54.5

17.4

7.2

44.7

0.8

3

16

121.2

4.77

Dec

11.1

52.0

14.7

6.1

43.0

−0.4

1

15

127.8

5.03

Mean/
total

16.5

61.7

31.6

8.9

48.0

−6.7

24

130

911.5

35.87

Nil

Defined this year as a minimum below 0.5°C up to 30th November when the digital
thermometer was moved further down garden.
2
A wet day is defined as a day where 1 mm or more of rainfall fell.
3
−0.8°C minimum on two nights, so an air frost recorded in most places
1

Weather records from 2006 to the present day may be found on our website
at sotonnhs.net/weather/
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Adonis Blue
Polyommatus bellargus

Bithynian Vetch
Vicia bithynica

Buff Ermine
Spilarctia luteum

Burnt-tip Orchid
Orchis ustulata

Californian White Quamash
Camassia leichtlinii alba

Colbalt Crust
Terana caerulea

Drinker Moth
Euthrix potatoria

Elephant Hawk-Moth
Deilephila elpenor

Field Trip
Farley Mount

Hedgehog
Erinaceus europaeus

Tiered Tooth Fungus
Hericium cirrhatum

Clustered Bracket
Inonotus cuticularis

Welsh Chafer
Hoplia philanthus

Lime Hawk-Moth
Mimas tiliae

Bristle Moss
Orthotrichum sp
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Rhombic Leatherbug
Syromastus rhombeus

Pink Hawthorn
Southampton Old Cemetery

Winter Moth
Operophtera brumata

Selborne Biobli
tz
at Gilbert White
’s

Green-winged Orchid
Anacamptis morio

White-stemmed Bramble
Rubus cockburnianus

House, Selborne

Field Trip
King’s Copse

Moth trappng in Woolston
But what have they found?

Sika Spruce
Picea sitchensis
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